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About me – Graduate school @ Yale in Cell Biology



About me – Science communication experience

Science Out Loud



Why is communicating effectively 
important for scientists?

o Engaging the public

o Collaborating across disciplines

o Interacting with news and media

o Talking with legislators

o Gaining support from funding agencies and donors

o Career advancement (academia and industry)



What are challenges scientists face when 
communicating their work?

Game time!

Clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR)/CRISPR‐associated 
(Cas) systems provide bacteria and archaea with adaptive immunity against viruses and 
plasmids by using CRISPR RNAs (crRNAs) to guide the silencing of invading nucleic acids. 
We show here that in a subset of these systems, the mature crRNA that is base‐paired to 
trans‐activating crRNA (tracrRNA) forms a two‐RNA structure that directs the CRISPR‐
associated protein Cas9 to introduce double‐stranded (ds) breaks in target DNA. At sites 
complementary to the crRNA‐guide sequence, the Cas9 HNH nuclease domain cleaves 
the complementary strand, whereas the Cas9 RuvC‐like domain cleaves the 
noncomplementary strand. The dual‐tracrRNA:crRNA, when engineered as a single RNA 
chimera, also directs sequence‐specific Cas9 dsDNA cleavage. Our study reveals a family 
of endonucleases that use dual‐RNAs for site‐specific DNA cleavage and highlights the 
potential to exploit the system for RNA‐programmable genome editing.



It’s hard to communicate clearly

“Pinker, a cognitive scientist, says it boils down to “brain training”: 
the years of deep study required of academics to become specialists in their 
chosen fields actually work against them being able to unpack their complicated 
ideas in a coherent, concrete manner suitable for average folks. 

Translation: Experts find it really hard to be simple and straightforward when 
writing about their expertise. 

[Pinker] calls this the “curse of knowledge” and says academics aren’t aware 
they’re doing it or properly trained to identify their blindspots—when they know 
too much and struggle to ascertain what others don’t know. 

In other words, sometimes it’s simply more intellectually challenging to write 
clearly.”



Personal example of poor science 
communication

o Background:

o What are GMOs? 

o How are GMOs made?

o What GMOs currently 
exist?

o Are GMOs safe?



Deficit model - People’s opinions differ from scientific consensus because they 
lack scientific knowledge

Backfire effect - Presenting facts that conflict with an individual’s worldview can 
cause people to dig in further. 

“Respondents who knew more about science generally, regardless of political 
leaning, were better able to identify the scientific consensus … Yet, when the 
same people were asked for their own opinions about climate change, [their 
opinion did not match scientific consensus]. It showed that even when people 
understand the scientific consensus, they may not accept it.”

Where is there a disconnect between 
scientists and the public?



Where is there a disconnect between 
scientists and the public?

Scientists

Background

Supporting 
details

Results/
conclusion

Public

So what?

Bottom line

Supporting 
details



How to determine the Bottom Line and the 
“So What?”

o Know your audience!



How do you communicate effectively?

• Know your audience!

• Engage your audience within the first minute 
• Start with the big picture then go into details

• Find the “so what” or the why of your research 
• Tie this into the first minute of your talk

Public

So what?

Bottom line

Supporting 
details



How to communicate effectively?

► Define your audience

► Define one take away message

► Think of a useful analogy for the work (if appropriate)

► Think of a lead in sentence that draws your audience in



Personal example of poor science 
communication

o Background:

o What are GMOs? 

o How are GMOs made?

o What GMOs currently 
exist?

o Are GMOs safe?



Practice, practice, practice


